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Messages from Executives 
Doug Johnston and Wendy Bailie

 

Program Year 2010 – 2011 

 

Looking back I think it can be said that this was a very successful program year, and certainly the 

responses we received on the member survey seem to suggest that we are meeting the interest of 

most of our members, both new and old. 

 

Building on the work of Reg Binden the former program chair, we were fortunate to get presenters of 

the caliber of Richard Martin Andrew Collet, Christopher Siou and Richard Lautens, who enlightened us 

with their sophisticated techniques and brilliant images. Olena Sullivan gave us insights into the terrible 

destruction of nuclear energy gone wild, and Barry Shainbaum challenged us to use our photographic 

skills as inspiration to others. 

 

Club members provided support for evenings centered around a panel of judges explaining what they 

look for; members showing and sharing ideas and critiques; photo essays on subjects ranging from 

world travel, the alphabet, and even a tower; and most recently the challenges of telling a journalistic 

story in 5 images. 

We were able to convince five members to provide their insights in five different modes of travel 

photography.  And for the first time this year we were able to provide a venue for our print 

photographers to display, not just competition images, but some of their broader portfolios. 

 

Looking forward, as in other areas, we are broadening the approach to our program development by 

forming a committee to work on next year‟s events.  In particular, in response to the survey, the 

executive have given us the exciting challenge of bringing a third evening meeting opportunity on 

some subjects which may be of special interest to smaller groups than the club at large, such as 

Publishing a Photo Book, Photoshop Tools in depth, or the variety of print papers.  None of this is 

finalized at this time, so if there is an area of burning interest that you would like to lead, let us know.  

(The ideas are easy, getting the people to lead is…..!).  By the way, the committee is made up of Bruce 

Kennedy; Claude Barras; Hillary Callin; Jennifer Fowler; Linda & David Shaw; Paul McLeod and myself. 

 

In all it has been an exciting and challenging year.  But none of the program year is possible without 

the work of many of our talented members, and the cooperation and advice of our colleagues in the 

workshop, outings and competition areas.  In particular, I would like to thank Michael Cutmore and his 

“Technical Team‟ for consistently making sure that the set up is ready for any eventuality, Garry Weiler 

for his magical work in producing the printed brochure, and (retiring) Craig Stuart for providing us with 

the regular sustenance for the social parts of the meetings. 

As a final note to any of our members, who may wonder if there is something they can contribute to 

the club.  Please don‟t hesitate, there is lots to do and many people to provide you with support.  Just 

ask any of the executive team. 

 

And so, on to the new season 

Doug 
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2010 – 2011 PRINTS COMPETITION 

 

Prints introduced two new themed competitions to its four existing competitions this year.  These 

changes gave opportunity for challenge and growth in areas such as people photography and black and 

white photography. The two class levels interjected a stronger competition within each level.  Overall 

the prints competition saw more print entries this year than previous years and a very keen interest in 

the theme competitions.  

The Prints Committee members worked harder this year due to higher prints entries and also hosted 

the ``collection of photos`` at the December 16th Christmas social meeting. This event was enjoyed 

by all and will return again next year.  

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the Prints Committee members: David and Karen 

Simmonds, Jon Clarke, Alan Gray, George Webster, John Somerset, Wojtek Porowski and Suzanne 

Williams for such a good year. 

These club members gave freely of their time and talents throughout the year.  They attended 3 prints 

committee meetings and hosted the Christmas Social evening that held the premiere of ``collection of 

photos`` 

Two trophies were also added to the Prints awards. I would like to thank David and Karen Simmonds 

for their sponsorship of the “L1 Simmonds Prints trophy” as well as Jerry Soltys for sponsoring the “L2 

Jerry Soltys Prints trophy”.   

George Webster of the Prints Committee also built new easels for the competition prints. These easels 

were used for the first time at the Salon Competition result meeting.  George also has plans to build a 

new light box for Prints and he will be donating it to the club in time for the 1st prints juror session of 

2011-2012. 

I would like to thank Jim Calvert for all of his efforts with keeping track of the final scores and in 

particular in light of all the changes within prints.   I also wish to thank Leonie Holmes for her time and 

effort in scheduling the GTCCC judges for all 4 prints juror sessions. 

I would like to thank George Webster of the Prints Committee for agreeing to be Prints Competition 

Vice Chair for 2011-2012 and welcome Claude Barras to the Prints Committee for 2011-2012.  

 

Wendy Baillie 

Prints Competition Chair 
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Cover Image  
Annette Seip 

 

I bought my first camera in 2008.  I took a photo of my dog and entered it in 

the Dogs in Canada Annual photo contest, won second place, got published in 

the 2009 edition and won a camera.  And all I can say is that it has spiraled from 

there.  

 

I started taking Commercial Photography part time at Sheridan in 2009…I am 

still going because I just wanted to take it slow and easy.  When I started I 

didn‟t even know what an F stop was.  So I have learned a lot from Sheridan. 

 

One of the things I learned was Photoshop.  Breaking free is a compilation of many layers, using 

masks, blending modes, the pen tool a lot, the clone tool a lot, and painting, all in photoshop CS5 

extended. 

 

Basically from start to finish, I took the photograph in the studio on a tripod using different exposures.  

I put the lightest image as the base photo, and added the next layer, which was a bit darker, on top of 

that.  Then I used the pen tool (which gives a sharp edge) and carved out shapes from the skin and 

then used layer style blending options to create shadows that make the skin appear to be raised.  Each 

layer is also slightly offset from the layer before it to further enhance the raised appearance.  The top 

layer I painted over with a grey tone and then did the same editing.  As with any photoshop project it 

takes time and patience and lots of RAM! 

 

Annette‟s  image  was awarded 1st Place in the Salon Competition 2010-2011  

Category: Prints Level One – Themed Artistic Contemporary 

Teasel 
Myra Jones 

 

 As I was driving down Winston Churchill Road from Glen 

Williams, I passed through the Town of Norval and was 

fascinated by these interesting plants that appeared to be a 

type of thistle growing along the riverbank.   

 

Unfortunately there was a “No Trespassing” sign which 

prevented me from getting where I wanted to be to take the 

shots.  This shot was taken on November 6, 2010 with my 

Sony 350 camera, through a wire fence.  It was a cloudy, 

cold, windy day and it was difficult to get a shot with the plant 

standing still.   

Being a Photoshop “Beginner” when we were challenged to 

enter a black and white print- I hadn‟t a clue how to go about 

converting a coloured image to B & W.   As another MCC 

member said to me, “Photoshop for Dummies isn‟t dumb 

enough”.  I needed someone to walk me through the process 

so I called Robbie Robinson who mentored me.  As we went 

through the process I did make notes which are somewhat 

confusing to me now.   

I did learn from Robbie that my thistle is a Teasel.  Thank 

you, Robbie for mentoring me. 

 

Myra‟s image was awarded 2nd Place in the 2nd Competition 2010-2011  

Category: Prints Level One - B&W Pictorial 
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Snowflakes 
Paul M McLeod 

 

 

 The image of my wife Leanne was taken 

several years ago while some friends and we 

were visiting the Ice Wine Festival in Jordan 

Ontario. To be honest, there wasn‟t a lot of 

thought that went into the photo.  

 

I was playing with depth of field and trying to 

compose an interesting shot as we walked 

down the street with the fluffy snow coming 

down. 

The image was shot in RAW at a focal length 

of 70mm at f 7.1 and 1/200 sec at ISO 800. 

From there I put it through my typical 

Lightroom workflow that consists of starting 

at the bottom of the development panel and 

working my way up as follows: 

 Adjust the Camera Calibration to Camera D2X Mode 3 (I prefer this setting for it‟s tonal 

qualities) 

 In the Detail panel I adjust the Amount to 42 and the Detail to 5 for some sharpness 

 The Tone Curve I set to a Strong Contrast (I prefer the look) 

 In the Basic panel I typically adjust the Clarity to 65 and Vibrancy to 25 (this is found in the 

Presence sub-panel) 

 And finally, I„ll make some slight adjustments when necessary to Exposure, Fill Light and 

Recovery sliders 

Generally this is where I‟ll stop, with the exception of maybe adding a slight vignette in the Effects 

panel. But for this image I did some additional work in Colour Efex Pro; a program I‟ll use occasionally 

for landscapes in order to add some additional Brilliance or Warmth (ironically, that is the name of the 

effect within the application). For this image, I wanted to experiment with a couple of the other effects, 

and settled in on an effect called Polaroid Transfer. A couple tweaks in the development panel (I 

removed the border effect), then back to Lightroom to add a slight vignette, and voila, the image you 

see. 

Total time working on the image was probably around 5 minutes, although I did make a couple more 

detailed tweaks before submitting for competition. 

 

Paul‟s image  was awarded 2nd Place in the 3rd Competition 2010-2011  

Category: Prints Level One – Themed Pictorial 
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An Under $20 and Under 20 Minutes 20x24 print 
Bruce Peters 

 

This image features a dark subject in a smoke blackened and dark room lit mostly by the Blacksmiths 

fire. Also he‟s at work and in motion and the shot needs RAW slider corrections, straightening, 

cropping, resizing, some HDR and sharpening.  

 

 

First thing is „moving those sliders‟ in RAW until 

what I see agrees more closely with what I saw 

emotionally when I took the photo. Note that I 

picked the part of the photo I would later crop in 

on then zoomed in on it and did all my RAW slider 

corrections there. 

 

Next open in JPEG and first do the actual crop to 

the final photo. 

 

Then do a „poor man‟s HDR‟ using 

„Shadows/Highlights‟ (Enhance > Adjust Lighting 

> Shadows/Highlights in Elements 9) 

All my prints have a border added based on a 

midtone in the photo. (I use „select all‟ then the 

„stroke‟ command in Edit.) In this case the border 

is 20 pixels wide (Note that no matting means no 

matting cost!) 

 

Final thing is Sharpening! (Enhance > Adjust Sharpness > typical values set are Amount 40% Radius 1 

to2 pixels, usually subtle. I always test by going full photo and clicking between „CTRL-Z‟ and „CTRL-Y‟ 

to turn sharpening on and off. Elapsed time was „more like 20 minutes than 2 hours‟. 

 

To print I upload to Wal-Mart and select „Pay the $15 at 

pickup‟ and do not select things like „process without 

adjusting‟ (their computer picks a good exposure template 

from its many choices!). Note that their on-line e-mail 

notices that „prints are ready‟ are less reliable than checking 

in with your pick up store and the prints are usually there in 

3 or 4 days max. 

 

I get foam core cut at Deseries (on Dundas St. East of 403). 

Cost is $1.50 per photo. 

 

To add the photo, I spray removable glue (Repositionable 

Adhesive) onto the foam core (it‟s usually slightly smaller 

than the print) and with the print face down on a very 

smooth surface gently join them. Final step is to add some 

light weights for a day or two to seal the gluing. 

Total cost with taxes is under $20 per print!  

 

So let‟s see many more in the Print Competition next year 

eh! 
 

 

 

My Final 

 Image 

My Starting  
Image 
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The Best Of Our Best 
Each year the Club awards 8 trophies to members who have distinguished themselves by being the 

best in either their class or in one of the 5 competition categories.  In this feature we profile one trophy 

winner in the 2009-2010 season. 

 

Omar Sheikh  
Digital Intermediate Trophy: 2009 - 2010 

KLIK:  What was the first camera you ever used? What equipment do you use now? 

I am completely a child of the digital age with the only exposure to film photography being from my 

youth when my dad asked me to take a picture with him in it. Memories also include him putting up his 

finger so the “cut in half” focusing method was made easier for my rookie eyes. I have tremendous 

respect for all photographers who learned the ropes 36 

pictures at a time while having to pay to see each one. That 

is not something I can see myself doing today!  

My first camera was a Canon Digital ELPH S100 2MP point 

and shoot, which I bought used in 2002 only to take pictures 

of things to sell on eBay. What followed as they say is 

history. My interests began spreading far beyond product 

shooting to “looking” for landscape images while driving, 

shooting family pictures and anything else that let me push 

the limits of my tiny little camera. Not knowing a damn thing 

about any technical setting was quite liberating and every 

picture looked good. Eventually I began to notice areas of 

my “pictures” (the word “image” would enter my vocabulary 

later) that needed improvement. With some encouragement 

from friends and positive reaction to early work, I decided this was something to pursue further. 

 

Upon the death of my beloved S100, I moved to a Canon Powershot PRO 1 SLR wannabe camera in 

2005 which turned my world on its head with mega 8MP quality and cool looks. After reviewing the 

results from this L lens equipped camera, I found myself wondering how I would ever need anything 

more. Alas, I found that she wasn‟t fast enough for the things I found myself shooting and decided it 

was time to enter the big leagues. I sold my PRO 1 in favour of a real SLR. 

 

I settled on the Canon Digital Rebel XT as the next step and since then have moved to the Canon EOS 

5D full frame with a Canon EOS 40D as my “1.6x lens extender”. My main camera is the 5D and the 

40D sees the light of day mainly when I‟m shooting animals or when I need more reach. My lens 

arsenal currently includes the Canon 24-105L, Canon 17-40L, Canon 70-200 2.8IS V1, Canon 100-

400L and 70-300 DO IS. 

 

KLIK: Has digital photography made you a more creative photographer or do you miss the 

good old days of film? How important is the ‘digital darkroom’ in preparing your final image?  

 

In the case of this chap, without digital photography, there is no photographer. Since I was not weaned 

on the process of accepting the negative the nice photo man gave me in an envelope as my final 

image, the digital darkroom is paramount to controlling my final image. I use the digital darkroom to 

maintain the subject but deliver more impact in the final result. I try to maintain the truest form of my 

image but have been known to let loose and end up with some creative results but still nowhere near 

the skill of some club members. My creativity focuses mainly on simple techniques such as selective 

colour and careful application of the Orton technique. Recently, I have been taken with the HDR 

process and have added that to my arsenal. We all wish we could do what Hilarie does but we can‟t so 

we find other things to do! I have on rare occasion spent a significant amount of time perfecting an 

image. My image of the ICE TRAIN is one example.  
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This image was shot on a very bright morning and in very contrasty light. On top of that the subject 

was not stationary. As a result, something had to give and it wasn‟t going to be my shadow detail! I 

picked some manual settings in advance of the train arriving but they could not account for the sun‟s 

reflection off the side of the train. With the exception of the overexposure I was happy with my 

histogram and knew I could recover the shadows in post processing.  

 

While in the train world this is known as a “¾ wedge shot” and generally discarded, I felt I had 

something special here. It certainly wasn‟t in its original form so I went to work on it… First order of 

business was to deal with the side of the train which involved much painstaking and careful 

reconstructive cloning. Next up was clearing up of the hydro wires, my car and other distractions in 

front of the train. Next was the sky. I felt a sinister sky would work well here so after some careful 

layer masking using a tablet I had the final result. Last step was a sepia tint. This image ranks in my 

top 5 personally and has sold very well for me – mostly to train nuts.  

 

(The final image is on the next Page). 

 

 

  

Canon EOS 5D with 24-105L 

@ 24mm @ 1/500sec @ F9 @ 

ISO 400 handheld 
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KLIK: Since when have you been a member of the MCC? How has the Club helped you 

develop your skills and techniques as well as passion for photography? 

 

I‟ve been a member of MCC since 2006 and have made many new friends. The club helped me broaden 

my photographic horizons and learn from the work and more importantly the creativity of others. 

 

KLIK: What advice would you give to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures 

similar to yours?  
 

No idea. Really. 

KLIK: What is your preferred area of work?  Why?  

I love all sorts of photography and will pretty much shoot anything when I‟m in the zone. My personal 

favorite is shooting landscapes however I also enjoy animals, trains and junkyards. I shoot anything 

while I‟m not shooting landscapes.  
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KLIK: Do you have a favourite location for outdoor work? Why and how often do you go 

there? Tell us about a memorable trip you made. 

My most memorable trips have been to Newfoundland but I am not very well travelled yet. I will return 

to again and again as the magnificence of this land can wear out many cameras. The landscapes and 

light are astoundingly good when it‟s not raining and you are willing to give up sleep.  

 

Shot at 5AM on the doorstep of our bed and breakfast in Quirpon, Newfoundland. Nothing can quite 

describe the eerie silence and deafening sound of my shoes on the gravel while I set up this shot. The 

owner of our B&B had the photo bug himself and I sent him a 16x20 print of this image. As a result of 

him displaying this image in his home, several copies have been sold to his visitors. Image was shot in 

RAW using a single exposure with post processing in Lightroom and Photoshop. 

Back home, I find myself roaming the back roads and off the beaten path. Such travels have rewarded 

me with shots like my “school bus” 

  

Canon 5D with 24-105L – 1/3sec @ 

F11 @ ISO 100 – Mirror lockup, 

cable release. 
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This shot was literally chased down driving at breakneck speeds to catch the sunset. The location was a 

clearing through the bush with a path just big enough (but not meant for) a car. The sun was 

disappearing too fast to set up the tripod but I managed to fire off 20 or so handheld shots of this 

scene before the beauty of the light was gone. By far one of my most treasured images. Image was 

shot in RAW with post processing in Lightroom and Photoshop. Location: Newfoundland. 

 

This image taught me a big lesson which was never forget to crop. What you see here is about 1/8th of 

the original picture and only after I started trimming did I find the final image. RAW exposure with 

Lightroom and Photoshop used to finalize the image and add sepia toning. Using tripods whenever 

possible, especially with long lenses lets you blow images up like this one and still have sharp results. 

 

Canon 5D with 24-105L – 

1/50sec @ F8 @ ISO 400 – 

handheld  

 

. 
 

Canon EOS 5D with 100-400L 

@ 235mm @ 1/3sec @ F9 @ 

ISO 100 – Mirror Lockup with 

cable release. 

 

. 
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In the past few years I‟ve added the HDR process to my toolbox. I find that tactful application of this 

process reveals detail and final images that are a pleasure to view. Here are a few samples of my 

experimentation: 

Canon 5D, ISO 1600 F4 handheld. 3 exposures. 
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3 exposures. Result after light application of Photomatix. 

 

Final after sky change, contrast manipulation and monochrome treatment. 
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SALON COMPETITION RESULTS 

May 2011 
 
 

  

1st WILD THING Annette Seip 24 1ST EARLY MORNING FROSTASTAOA VATN Bruce Kennedy 26

2nd HARBOUR FOG Paul McLeod 24 2ND FEED IN THE MORNING MIST Kay Woollam 25

3rd SNOWDROPS RISE FROM THE SNOW Paul Ewington 23 3RD FISHED OUT Omar Sheikh 25

HM ITS SPRINGTIME NO WAITING Paul Ewington 23 HM NORMANS PLACE Rob Kennedy 25

HM EARLY MORNING GAME Michael Bodimead 22 HM RURAL SOLITUDE Al Tilson 24

HM MENNONITE FARMER Myra P. Jones 22 HM FALL COLOUR AT THE STICKS_ Kay Woollam 24

HM SWEET FACE Ina Miglin 22

HM FAMILY Sherry Prenevost 22 1ST ORB-WEAVING SPIDER WITH PREY Raymond Hsu 28

HM ALICE Joe Teixeira 22 2ND LEOPARD SEAL David Simmonds 26

3RD GENTOO PENGUIN FAMILY David Simmonds 26

1st GRASSHOPPERS MATING Annette Seip 27 HM ANHINGA WITH FISH Carol Bohnert 25

2nd PERUVIAN ROCK CRABS Jennifer Fowler 23 HM THE OLD BULL Bob Hawkins 25

3rd EVENING IN ANTARCTICA Jennifer Fowler 22 HM FEMALE GOLDFINCH Raymond Hsu 25

HM FROST SPIKES ON ROSEHIP Paul Ewington 22 HM GREAT WHITE EGRET WITH NESTING MATERIAL Ron Manning 25

HM THREE BABIES COPY Marilyn Johnston 21

1ST DREAM SKATE Al Tilson 23

1ST TEXTURED TREES Sherry Prenevost 24 2ND TORONTO WARMING Clement doRosario 23

2ND MORNING HAS BROKEN Marty Pinker 22 3RD MYSTIC FLIGHT Leonie Holmes 23

3RD UNDER THE CHARLES BRIDGE Marty Pinker 22 HM BETWEEN SUNSET AND THE MOON Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23

HM CROSSWALK SWISH Hilarie McNeil-Smith 22

1ST ENCOUNTER ON THE INCA TRAIL Tony Paine 25

2ND WATCHDOG Rainer Rothfuss 24

3RD OUT IN FRONT Fred Dixon 24

HM OLD HOUSE Marcus Miller 24 1ST WILD THING Annette Seip 24

HM STORM OVER CORNFIELDS Warren Davis 23 2ND MALE AMERICAN GOLD FINCH Rainer Rothfuss 24

HM CALL FOR A COLD COKE Fred Dixon 23 3RD ICED PIER Paul McLeod 22

HM SAINT_GERMAIN_DES_PR•S Philippe Lapointe 23 HM HIKE TO SALKANTAY Tony Paine 22

HM OUT OF THE FOG ON SUGAR LAKE Bruce Peters 23

1ST BREAKING FREE Annette Seip 24

1ST PELICANS FISHING IN THE SURF COSTA RICA Linda Wiesner 25 2ND GELATO AT THE DISTILLERY Suzanne Williams 23

2ND HUMMINGBIRD Rainer Rothfuss 24 3RD PURPLE FLOWERS Wendy Baillie 22

3RD SNOW GEESE AT BOSQUE DEL APACHE Tony Paine 23 HM MORE GRAFFITI IN THE ALLEY Marty Pinker 22

HM KILLDEER PROTECTING NESTING EGGS Sorin Alb 22

HM GREAT HORNED OWL Juri Vosu 22

HM SANDPIPER Linda Wiesner 22 1ST SKYWARD ELEVATOR David Simmonds 25

2ND THE GONDOLIERS Al Tilson 24

1ST GELATO AT THE DISTILLERY Suzanne Williams 25 3RD FREEMANS FAMOUS BEDFRAME Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23

2ND 501 NEVILLE Suzanne Williams 23 HM TAJ MAHAL AT SUNRISE Bob Hawkins 23

3RD THE BLUES Suzanne Williams 23

HM ANNESLEY HALL FLYBY Warren Davis 22 1ST DANCE STORY Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23

Digital

 Digital Beginner

Pictorial

Artistic Contemporary

Digital Advanced

Pictorial

Nature

Artistic Contemporary

Nature

Prints

Nature

Themed Artistic Contemporary

Pictorial

Artistic Contemporary

Level Two

Themed Artistic Contemporary

Pictorial

Level One 

Digital Intermediate

Pictorial
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FINAL STANDINGS  

Season 2010 - 2011 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Marty Pinker 269 Fred Dixon 273 Bob Hawkins 285 Suzanne Williams 181

Ina Miglin 259 Warren Davis 269 Raymond Hsu 285 Tony Paine 178

Sherry Prenevost 259 Philippe Lapointe 263 Carol Bohnert 284 Marcus Miller 176

Joe Teixeira 257 Tony Paine 263 David Simmonds 279 Robbie Robinson 175

Paul McLeod 255 Uliana Yaworsky 263 Ron Manning 278 Paul McLeod 173

Wendy Baillie 254 Suzanne Williams 260 Omar Sheikh 275 Bruce Peters 170

Jennifer Fowler 253 Bruce Peters 258 Al Tilson 274 Wendy Baillie 169

Pradipta Datta 251 Robbie Robinson 258 Lisa Husar 269 Myra P. Jones 169

Michael Bodimead 247 Linda Wiesner 258 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 269 Marty Pinker 152

Rick DaSilva 245 Ursula Tweddle 254 Bob Warren 269 George Webster 127

Marilyn Johnston 241 Janet Brazier 252 Bruce Kennedy 267 Annette Seip 93

Myra P. Jones 241 Jon Clarke 252 Clement doRosario 262 Rainer Rothfuss 88

Karen Torres 241 Marcus Miller 252 Rob Kennedy 262 Alan Gray 84

Gary Winkworth 241 Sorin Alb 244 Karen Simmonds 262 Rick DaSilva 63

John Moore 239 Doug Johnston 243 Leonie Holmes 261 Misbah Ali 60

Alan Munro 234 Audrey Cherevaty 242 Kay Woollam 261 Roy Williams 59

Eric Matto 225 Angela Murphy 241 Robert Bateman 254 Wojtek Porowski 45

Annette Seip 205 Robert Mongrain 240 Jerry Soltys 134 Juri Vosu 45

Jack Kozlowski 189 Bob Bowman 239 Stephen Stefanoff 124 Shannon Gilmour 43

Paul Lindo 187 David Penty 239 Jim Calvert 121 Michael Bodimead 42

Roseline Marshall 187 Juri Vosu 239 Ralph Abell 62

Hilary Callin 179 Rainer Rothfuss 130

Paul Ewington 177 Rafael Fernandes 125 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 192

Don Meaker 176 Stephen Hill 119 Al Tilson 190

Garry Revesz 135 Alan Gray 118 David Simmonds 187

Holly Lumley 129 Garry Weiler 65 Bob Hawkins 180

Misbah Ali 122 Leonie Holmes 180

David Shaw 120 Ron Manning 180

Beverly-Ann 118 Omar Sheikh 89

Wojtek Porowski 64 Jim Calvert 87

Maureen Rodrigues 62 Claude Barras 45

Robert DaSilva 61 Kay Woollam 21

Linda Pritchard 61

Mary Ann Rowsome 61

Dwane Smith 61

Tom Snow 56

Linda Shaw 22

Digital Beginner Digital Intermediate Digital Advanced Prints Level One

Prints Level Two
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FINAL RESULTS  

Season 2010 - 2011 
 

  
 

 

SHARE POINT 
 

1. Bob Mongrain suggests a must download for the astronaut photography interest group in our club: 

http://www.hasselblad.com/media/2207875/astronauts_manual_singlepage_lr.pdf 

 

He found it on Ken Rockwell's web site: http://www.kenrockwell.com/tech/00-new-today.htm 

 

KLIK SUBMISSIONS 
KLIK welcomes feedback, comments and suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting 

web sites; images with comments. All submissions are usually published in the first available issue. 

 

Please send your submissions to:  

KLIK@mississaugacameraclub.ca. 
 

Creative
Marty Pinker

Doug Johnston

Suzanne Williams

Pictorial Sherry Prenevost

Photo Essay
Sandra Roemer

Alan Gray

Nature
Raymond Hsu

Annette Seip

Beginner Marty Pinker

Intermediate Fred Dixon

Advanced
Bob Hawkins

Raymond Hsu 

Maurice de Cunha 

award
Robbie Robinson

Theme
Suzanne Williams

Hilaire McNeil Smith

Level One Suzanne Williams

Level Two Hilaire McNeil Smith

James D Cranston 

award
Al Tilson

TROPHY WINNERS

DIGITAL

PRINTS

Beginner to Intermediate

Wendy Baillie

Michael Bodimead

Pradipta Datta

Jennifer Fowler

Jack Kozlowski

Paul McLeod

Don Meaker

Ina Miglin

John Moore

Marty Pinker

Sherry Prenevost

Joe Teixeira

Intermediate to Advanced

Warren Davis

Fred Dixon

Philippe Lapointe

Robbie Robinson

Level One to Level Two

Suzanne Williams

Tony Paine

Marcus Miller

Advancements
DIGITAL

PRINTS

http://www.hasselblad.com/media/2207875/astronauts_manual_singlepage_lr.pdf
http://www.kenrockwell.com/tech/00-new-today.htm
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THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB 

Meetings: 

Cawthra Seniors‟ Community Centre,  

1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga 

E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca  

Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca 

 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 

President 

Marcus Miller 

Workshops 

Bob Warren 
Membership 

Linda Wiesner 

Past President 
Doug Johnston 

Outings 
Shannon Gilmour 

Communications 
Shannon Gilmour 

Vice President 
TBD 

Competitions – Digital 
Omar Sheikh 

GTCCC Rep 
Warren Davis 

Secretary 

Bob Bowman 

Competitions – Print 

Wendy Baillie 

Social 

Craig Stuart 

Treasurer 

Myra Jones 

Program 

Vacant 

Editorial 

Pradipta Datta 

 
 

Our Volunteers 
These Members make our club work 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Alan Gray David Shaw Ina Miglin Karen Simmonds Michael Cutmore Shannon Gilmour 

Anne Greschuk David Simmonds Janet Brazier Kay Woollam Myra Jones Sorin Alb 

Bob Bowman Doug Johnston Janet Dixon Kevin White Omar Sheikh Stephen Hill 

Bob Warren Dwane Smith Jennifer Fowler Leonie Holmes Paul McLeod Suzanne Williams 

Bruce Kennedy Fred Dixon Jim Calvert Linda Shaw Philippe Lapointe Tom Snow

Cecil Lindsay Gayle Laws John Moore Linda Wiesner Pradipta Datta Uliana Yaworsky 

Claude Barras George Webster John Somerset Marcus Miller Rob Kennedy Warren Davis 

Craig Stuart Hilarie McNeil-Smith Jon Clarke Marilyn Johnston Robbie Robinson Wendy Baillie 

David Penty Hilary Callin Joyce Brant Michael Bodimead Robert Mongrain Wojtek Porowski

mailto:info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca/

